
 

 

      

 
 

MEDIA ANNOUNCEMENT 
 

Innovation experts join forces to drive a new era of corporate and startup collaboration 
 
London based Mavens & Mavericks Ltd have formed a strategic partnership with Sydney based Triniti Studio to 
encourage more meaningful collaborations between large corporate organisations and startups. Through their 
combined network and expertise in startup sourcing, startup acceleration, marketing, business development, venture 
building and corporate strategy, they will provide a full service offering to large organisations wishing to innovate faster 
and drive new revenue streams. Leveraging the startup studio model, the partnership will help founders and corporates 
to innovate on how they build innovative companies to solve increasingly complex business problems. 
 
Mavens & Mavericks and Triniti Studio  
Mavens & Mavericks (MM), founded by Sheelpa Patel, connects the expertise and tenure of established businesses - the 
Mavens, with the passion and innovation of entrepreneurs – the Mavericks. MM offers tailor-made advisory, applying a 
unique methodology Sheelpa developed following her experience as a global marketing director at American Express 
and former head of INFINITI LAB, a multimarket series of Smart Cities & IOT accelerator programmes she launched on 
behalf of premium automotive brand INFINITI. 
 
Triniti Studio, co-founded by Gerhard Diedericks and Andre Gallo, works with corporates and founders to rapidly 
envision, build and launch high growth ventures. Their unique Venture Building software platforms and proven startup 
studio methodology have produced companies and products with combined company valuations of over $100 million, in 
just 2 years of operating.  
 
Sheelpa Patel, MD and founder of MM, stated ‘Mavens & Mavericks are delighted to partner with Triniti Studio to 
expand our offerings at a global level. We can now advise and design appropriate solutions to business problems via a 
variety of innovation paths beyond just the traditional accelerator format. Triniti’s venture building and startup studio 
capabilities can take an entrepreneur’s idea to market within just six weeks’. 
 
Gerhard Diedericks, CEO of Triniti Studio said ‘The team at Triniti Studio are thrilled to partner with Mavens & 
Mavericks, leveraging their vast network and expertise across the entrepreneurship ecosystem. Together we will act as 
an innovation strike team, turning customer problems into actionable plans.’ 
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